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A ubiquitous aspect of contemporary societies is sedentary behavior (SB),

defined as low intensity activities in a seated, reclined, or supine posture.

Leading public health agencies, including the World Health Organization,

have recognized the strong association between SB and poor health

outcomes, particularly cardiovascular disease. However, while public

health agencies have begun to advocate for “reductions” in SB, the

current US guidelines are typically vague and non-specific. There is good

reasoning behind this non-committal advocacy—there is limited

mechanistic and clinical evidence to support policy development. To

guide SB policy development, it is important to first consider the origins

and evolution of SB, including the following: 1) is SB really a novel/

contemporary behavior? i.e., how has this behavior evolved? 2) how did

our ancestors sit and in what contexts? 3) how does SB interact with 24-hour

activity behaviors, including physical activity and sleep? 4) what other

historical and contemporary facets of life interact with SB? and 5) in what

context do these behaviors occur and how might they provide different

evolutionarily novel stressors? This perspective article will synthesize the

available evidence that addresses these questions and stimulate discussion

pertaining to the lessons that we can learn from an historical and

evolutionary perspective. Last, it will outline the gaps in current SB

interruption literature that are hindering development of feasible SB

reduction policy.
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1 Introduction: Defining sedentary
behavior

Over the past decade, the field of sedentary behavior (SB)

research has expanded and evidence supporting a direct

association between SB and cardiovascular disease (CVD) has

emerged. However, relative to literature examining the

cardioprotective effects of physical activity, SB-based literature is

nascent. (Gibbs et al., 2015) Additionally, widespread confusion has

resulted from the terms “sedentary” and “physical inactivity” being

used interchangeably despite the fact that these terms relate to

biologically novel constructs. (Gibbs et al., 2015) Therefore, it is

critical to begin this discussion by defining and differentiating these

terms (Table 1). SB is a low intensity behavior (<1.5 metabolic

equivalents, METs) in a seated, reclined, or supine posture (Gibbs

et al., 2015) whereas, physical inactivity describes the habitual daily

activity for someone who does not meet the recommended

guidelines (i.e., 150 min per week for US adults) for moderate-to-

vigorous intensity physical activity (MVPA). (van der Ploeg and

Hillsdon, 2017; Stoner et al., 2021) In industrialized societies, a

majority of SB is accrued in a seated posture, while at home, work, or

during motorized transportation. This includes behaviors such as

watching television or other screen-based entertainment, eating

meals, completing tasks on computers and smartphones, and

driving to and from work. In this paper, we take an evolutionary

perspective on this issue. We will begin by discussing how and why

SB is biologically novel to physical [in]activity, discuss the proposed

mechanisms for the negative cardiovascular effects of prolonged SB,

hypothesize about the SB performed by our ancestors thousands of

years ago and compare that with modern day, when technology and

convenience have taken prominence over survival and necessity, and

bring this together with discussion of current public policy and

future directions.

2 Proposed mechanisms of sedentary
behavior-induced cardiovascular
pathophysiology

The primary driver for the deleterious cardiovascular effects

of SB is thought to be venous pooling within the lower limbs as a

consequence of reduced muscle activity and therefore reduced

action of the muscle pump. (Stoner et al., 2021) The subsequent

venous pooling is hypothesised to reduce venous return and, in

TABLE 1 Key concepts—definitions and caveats.

Concept Definition Caveats

24-hour activity cycle
(24-HAC)

Activities conducted over a 24-hour period including, sleep,
sedentary behavior, light-intensity physical activity, and moderate-
to-vigorous intensity physical activity.1

These behaviors are interrelated and must be considered together
when examining the impact of behavioral interventions or public
policy.

Exercise A subset of physical activity, that is, planned, structured, and
repetitive.1

N/A

Light intensity physical
activity (LPA)

Physical activities requiring energy expenditures of 1.5 to < 3 METs. N/A

Metabolic equivalent (MET) Unit used to describe the absolute intensity of physical activity. A
ratio of your working metabolic rate relative to your resting
metabolic rate.1

N/A

Moderate-to-vigorous intensity
physical activity (MVPA)

Physical activities requiring energy expenditures of ≥ 3 METs. N/A

Physical activity Any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles that requires
energy expenditure.1

This includes both exercise and non-exercise activity thermogenesis.
Physical activity is typically described across domains such as
transportation, occupational, leisure-time, etc.

Physical inactivity An insufficient level of moderate-to-vigorous intensity physical
activity level to meet present physical activity recommendations.1

An individual who is physically inactive is often wrongly labelled as
“sedentary”.

Sedentary behavior (SB) Any waking behavior characterized by an energy expenditure <
1.5 METs, while in a seated, reclined, or supine posture.1

The typical definition does not include quiet standing or standing-
related behaviors with low energy expenditure, nor does it include
squatting or kneeling behaviors such as those commonly seen in
hunter-gatherer communities.

Sleep Sleep is a recurring, reversible neuro-behavioral state of relative
perceptual disengagement from and unresponsiveness to the
environment. Sleep is typically accompanied (in humans) by
postural recumbence, behavioral quiescence, and closed eyes.2

Sleep time does not include time in bed while awake. Sleep also
includes many different characteristics, with simple assessments of
duration being an oversimplification of its impact on health, as well
as the impact of other activity behaviors on sleep.

Standing A stationary, upright posture, supported on one or two legs. Considered separate from SB, though energy expenditure likely does
not classify as LPA.

Several definitions were previously published in 1Stoner L, Barone Gibbs B, Meyer ML, Fryer S, Credeur D, Paterson C, et al. A Primer on Repeated Sitting Exposure and the Cardiovascular

System: Considerations for Study Design, Analysis, Interpretation, and Translation. Frontiers in CardiovascularMedicine. 2021; 8 and 2CarskadonMA, DementWC. Normal human sleep:

an overview. In: Kryger MH, Roth T, Dement WC, editors. Principles and practice of sleep medicine. 4th ed. Philadelphia, PA: elsevier saunders; 2005. pp. 13–23.

24-HAC, 24-hour activity cycle; SB, sedentary behavior; PA, physical activity; LPA, light intensity physical activity; MVPA, moderate-to-vigorous intensity physical activity; MET,

metabolic equivalent.
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turn, stroke volume. (Horiuchi and Stoner, 2021) This reduction

in stroke volume, in tandem with increased hydrostatic pressure

within the lower limbs (Padilla et al., 2009) and increased arterial

tortuosity, creates a unique haemodynamic environment

whereby cardiovascular burden may be increased. (Walsh

et al., 2017) Our group has demonstrated that acute bouts of

sitting can lead to impaired lower limb vascular function,

(Paterson et al., 2020) increased peripheral blood pressure,

(Paterson et al., 2021) and increased central and peripheral

arterial stiffness. (Evans et al., 2019) Additionally, repeated

exposure to acute bouts of sitting may also impair glucose and

triglyceride metabolism via a downregulation of skeletal muscle

contraction-mediated glucose uptake and lipoprotein lipase,

respectively. (Loh et al., 2020) The downregulation of these

metabolic pathways is thought to increase systemic

inflammation, which may further impair vascular function

and contribute to increased cardiovascular burden. Whilst the

long-term effects of these acute detriments to cardiovascular

function are unknown, it is conceivable that repeated exposure to

these physiological insults may, over the course of the lifetime,

contribute to the observed relationship between high SB and

CVD risk.

Regularly interrupting bouts of prolonged SB with physical

activity appears to offset the acute detriments of prolonged SB via

the maintenance of the muscle pump and blood flow. (Paterson

et al., 2020; Paterson et al., 2021) However, the specific type,

frequency, and duration of interruptions to SB that can be easily

integrated into modern lifestyles and are effective in preventing

the aforementioned pathophysiological cascade are largely

unknown. One guide for these interventions is the activity

behaviour of farming and foraging communities, who

experience excellent heart health and low CVD incidence into

old age. (Kaplan et al., 2017; Pontzer et al., 2018; Gurven and

Lieberman, 2020) These populations are much more physically

active than industrialized populations (Pontzer et al., 2018;

Gurven and Lieberman, 2020) and provide a model for the

activity behaviours common among our evolutionary past.

Insights from these communities may help to explain why SB,

as we know it today, is a relatively “novel” societal challenge in

industrialized populations, whilst highlighting opportunities for

the development of interruption strategies.

3 Is sedentary behavior really a novel
problem?

Humans are primates, part of the hominoid, or ape, family.

Roughly 7 million years ago, our lineage, the hominins, split from

that of chimpanzees and bonobos, our closest living relatives. The

earliest hominins walked on two legs but, based on their

reconstructed diet and body size, were probably like living

apes in their daily physical activity, traveling only modest

distances to forage and resting up to 10 h per day. (Pontzer,

2017) About 2.5 million years ago, the archeological record

documents a major shift in hominin foraging strategies. Cut

marked animal bones and a proliferation of stone tools indicates

the addition of hunted and scavenged game as a substantial part

of the hominin diet. (Domínguez-Rodrigo et al., 2005; Plummer

and Finestone, 2017) This behavioral shift coincides with

changes in anatomy, including increased brain size and

smaller teeth, that mark the origins of the genus Homo.

Hunting and gathering continued to shape the human genus

for over 2 million years.

Our species, Homo sapiens, emerged in Africa about

300,000 years ago, (Hublin et al., 2017) and all human

populations hunted and gathered until the origins of farming

just 12,000 years ago. (Pontzer and Wood, 2021) Hunting and

gathering is physically demanding. The high-quality foods

humans target, including wild game, require a great deal of

work to acquire, far more than other apes perform. (Kraft

et al., 2021) Subsistence farming, which replaced hunting and

gathering in most of the world as the dominant subsistence

strategy, is equally strenuous. Among subsistence farming and

hunter-gatherer societies living today, men and women regularly

get 1–2 h of MVPA and over 12,000 steps per day. (Pontzer et al.,

2018; Kraft et al., 2021; Wood et al., 2021) Only very recently,

with widespread industrialization and mechanization beginning

in the late 1700’s and early 1800’s, have the physical demands of

daily life been substantially reduced. (Gurven and Lieberman,

2020; Pontzer, 2021)

In the physically demanding lifestyles typical of our hunter-

gatherer and farming past, energy minimizing strategies, such as

what we define today as SB, would have been important for

conserving energy. In fact, among hunter-gatherer communities

today, time spent in SB does not significantly differ from

estimates of modernized societies. (Raichlen et al., 2020;

O’Brien et al., 2022) However, the type of SB typical in these

populations differs substantially from that of industrialized

societies. (Raichlen et al., 2020) With the mass production of

chairs, most SB in industrialized populations involves sitting,

whether at work, while socializing, or in most forms of

mechanized transportation. (Owen et al., 2011; Henson et al.,

2016) Whilst sedentary time in industrialized societies is largely

occupied by bouts of chair sitting, it appears that sedentary time

for our ancestors may have been largely occupied by alternatives

such as squatting, kneeling, and sitting on the ground. This is an

important consideration as these postures, whilst broadly fitting

the definition of SB in terms of energy expenditure or posture,

involve greater lower limb muscle activity. By maintaining lower

limb muscle activity, it may be possible to reduce venous pooling

and thus offset the deleterious effects of SB on the vascular

system. Thus, while our ancestors likely engaged in high amounts

of SB, the type of SB was likely different (i.e., squatting not sitting)

reducing the impeding disease risk associated with the SB of

today. Furthermore, in industrialized societies SB is

multidimensional, meaning that it is a behavior that occurs in
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different contexts, with a variety of other behaviors occurring

simultaneously. (Owen et al., 2011) The co-occurring behaviors

associated with modern-day SB, such as stress-inducing

computer work or snacking, (Lee and Kim, 2019; Mattioli

et al., 2020) are also different than our ancestors (e.g.,

preparing food, crafting tools, resting in community).

Longevity has also increased with improved sanitation and

medicine in developed economies, with more individuals

living into their 70 and 80s, and this longer lifespan allows for

more cumulative exposure to SB and these co-occurring

behaviors, affording greater opportunity for the manifestation

of chronic disease.

4 Characteristics of contemporary
sedentary behavior

4.1 The evolution of sedentary behavior
context

In past and contemporary farming and foraging

populations, bouts of SB are often coupled with activities

such as crafting tools or resource refinement, (Jones, 1996)

consisting of a singular, high attentional demand, and likely

performed in relatively quiet environments. Furthermore, SB in

these contexts may have been more frequently interrupted with

bouts of MVPA, reducing the negative impact of SB. In the

present day, people deal with varied and complex stressors

during bouts of SB, such as completing high-focus tasks in a

noisy workplace or driving motorized vehicles on busy roads.

Similarly, leisure time SB has increased and is often

characterized by long duration uninterrupted bouts, (Aadahl

et al., 2013) which may be related to increased options for

sedentary leisure time activities such as television watching and

other screen-based entertainment. This combination of

stressful workplace SB and increased volumes of leisure time

SB contrasts with the experience of historic humans. Thus, it

could be said that the SB-related stressors experienced by our

ancestors seem to be acute in nature, likely related to activity

interruptions, whereas the stressors associated with SB in

modern society are chronic in nature. Exploring the different

contexts that SB is performed in along with the context-specific

co-occurring behaviors may give insight into potential barriers

to SB change and policy generation.

4.2 Co-occurring behaviors

4.2.1 Sedentary behavior in the workplace
The environment for the typical working adult has become

increasingly convenience-based, particularly within the past

century, (Aadahl et al., 2013; Clark and Sugiyama, 2015)

which has led to increased daily durations of SB and

associated risk of CVD and mortality. (Ekelund et al., 2019)

Additionally, people are performing high stress tasks while

seated, such as typing reports or writing emails in disruptive

or busy environments or with demanding deadlines; tasks that

require high focus. Research on mental stress reactivity, or the

degree to which stressful tasks disrupt the cardiovascular

system, is one link between SB and CVD risk. Individuals

with higher mental stress reactivity have a greater number of

CVD risk factors, such as incident hypertension and increased

carotid intima-media thickness. (Chida and Steptoe, 2010;

Carroll et al., 2012) These acute stressors may cause

impairments to cardiovascular function that compound over

time and eventually manifest as increased CVD incidence.

Furthermore, many companies are now supporting hybrid or

remote working environments following the COVID-19

pandemic. While these working environments are associated

with decreased time spent travelling to and from the office, the

increased number of days working from home have been

associated with increased work-related and total SB, and a

decreased MVPA. (Javad Koohsari et al., 2021) This

combination of prolonged work-related SB time and acute

mental stress may account for many of the negative

cardiovascular impacts of SB in this context. While

interrupting workplace SB may be logistically challenging

due to work-related demands, feasible interruption strategies

could have a high yield for reducing disease burden and may be

easily adoptable in hybrid/remote environments.

4.2.2 Sedentary behavior during transportation
The nature of transport for both work and leisure has

changed in modern times. For much of human history,

walking was the primary mode of transportation. However,

since the adoption of the automobile, rates of walking to work

have decreased. Between 1980 and 2012, rates of walking to work

fell by half. (McKenzie, 2014) This trend may have public health

impact, as individuals walking to work are twice as likely to be

meeting physical activity guidelines. (Barnett et al., 2019)

Moreover, the adoption of automobiles as transport has

exposed people to higher doses of SB and time spent sitting in

automobiles has been identified as a risk for premature mortality.

(Owen et al., 2010) A study investigating the effect of a 2-hour

simulated commute through metropolitan traffic reported 21.3%

reductions in the standard deviation of the N-N intervals

(SDNN), a measure of heart rate variability. (Sarnat et al.,

2014) Such depressions in cardiovascular autonomic function,

likely a combination of reduced vagal tone (primarily) and

increased sympathetic stimulation (secondarily), (Shaffer and

Ginsberg, 2017) are associated with increased risk for CVD. As

automobiles provide a challenging environment for which to

provide SB guidelines, intervention strategy research may be

more suited to determining when driving can be replaced with

more physically active transport strategies, such as walking or

bicycling.
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4.2.3 Sedentary behavior during leisure time
Norms around SB during mealtimes and recreational leisure

time have also changed. While little is known about the impact or

feasibility of interrupting mealtime SB, literature suggests that

meals in the modern day have become increasingly nutrient

dense. The typical Western diet is relatively high in both fat and

refined carbohydrate content compared to diets in previous eras,

(Drewnowski and Popkin, 1997) and the consumption of a high-

fat meal before a sitting bout is associated with increased markers

of CVD risk for up to 180 min after the meal. (Fryer et al., 2021)

While similar research has yet to be conducted on SB and high-

carbohydrate meals, some data indicates that high-carbohydrate

meals followed by prolonged sitting result in elevated

postprandial blood glucose responses relative to interrupted

FIGURE 1
Energy expenditure continuums and current guidelines for activity behaviors, including sleep, sedentary behaviors, standing behaviors, and
physical activities.
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sitting, which may have cardiovascular implications. (Dempsey

et al., 2018) Similarly, while the behaviors of historic humans

after mealtimes may be uncertain, technology has increased the

options of leisure time SB following mealtimes available to

modern humans. Television viewing time is one of the most

common forms of leisure time SB, and is commonly used as a

proxy for SB in scientific analyses. (Owen et al., 2010) For

example, one study found that ≥4 h of average daily television

time was associated with increased CVD mortality, with each

additional hour conveying extra risk. (Dunstan et al., 2010)

While in recent history people may have engaged in forms of

SB after meal times, such as playing games with others or resting

and conversing, the television does not require the same level of

social engagement. This limited engagement may contribute to

lower total daily energy expenditure and encourage other

potentially detrimental behaviors such as snacking on energy-

dense foods. (Thomson et al., 2008) Accordingly, understanding

the nature of modern SB in the context of other lifestyle behaviors

and activity domains may provide opportunity to identify the

most effective and feasible SB interruption strategies.

5 Contemporary sedentary behaviors
as part of the 24-hour activity cycle

5.1 Interrelationships among 24-hour
activity cycle behaviors

Physical inactivity is a challenge faced ubiquitously across

developed nations, with a 2012 analysis suggesting that it is

directly responsible for 5.1–12.5% of mortality worldwide.

(Lee et al., 2012) Accordingly, the promotion of physical

activity has been a major focus of public health campaigns

for over 70 years. Recent campaigns have focused on

increasing energy expenditure through any kind of activity

[e.g., the Move Your Way® campaign from the US

Department of Health and Human Services (U.S.

Department of Health and Human Services, 2022)] to

reduce the risk of obesity-related chronic disease. However,

it is important to remember that time spent “physically

active”, especially in MVPA, comprises a relatively small

percentage of each 24-hour day, whereas over 50% of the

waking day is spent sedentary. Moreover, one can be

physically active, meeting current public health guidelines

for time spent in MVPA, but still be highly sedentary.

College students are great examples of this, often

performing 7–10 h of SB daily, (Castro et al., 2020) despite

meeting physical activity guidelines more frequently than

other age groups within the US population. (Ward et al.,

2015) Importantly, the potential for interrupting prolonged

SB with bouts of standing and light-intensity physical activity,

which can be completed in a much greater volume than

MVPA, cannot be missed. Indeed, evidence supports that

the health benefits of accumulating these behaviors across

the day can become quite meaningful with higher levels of

engagement. (Chastin et al., 2019; Gibbs et al., 2021)

Though 24-hour activity cycle (24-HAC) behaviors such as

physical activity and SB are behaviorally and physiologically

independent, it is important to remember that they are

interrelated. Efforts to change one behavior likely impact

other aspects of the 24-HAC, either positively or in a

compensatory manner. Examples of the interrelated nature of

24-HAC behaviors include, inverse associations between SB and

physical activity in adults, with associations of small to moderate

magnitude reported between SB and MVPA and moderate to

large magnitude between SB and light intensity physical activity.

(Mansoubi et al., 2014) Similarly, SB is associated with sleep

characteristics including sleep duration. In a sample of over

6,000 European adults, individuals who were classified as both

short and long sleepers (<6 h or >9 h, respectively) spent a

significantly higher proportion of their waking time in SB.

The short sleepers also tended to spend ~26.5 min/day more

in front of a screen. (Lakerveld et al., 2016) Such relationships

among 24-HAC behaviors are also bidirectional, with changes in

activity behaviors both affecting and being affected by changes in

the other aspects of the 24-HAC. (Imes et al., 2021) This

complicated landscape highlights the need to consider activity

behaviors together when designing research and developing

public health guidelines.

6 Discussion

6.1 Key messages and public policy

In this section we focus on the US, which is the home of the

authors. However, the arguments are mostly generalizable.

Current US public health activity guidelines focus on

achieving 150 min of moderate intensity exercise weekly

(Figure 1), with no integrated guidance on sleep and little

emphasis on the importance of SB reduction. Clear guidelines

regarding the total “safe” duration of SB or potentially harmful

context-specific behaviors (e.g., television viewing) are also

absent. (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services;

Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, 2018) To

receive guidance on all 24-HAC behaviors, the American public

must look to multiple sources (e.g., National Science Foundation

guidelines for sleep duration (Hirshkowitz et al., 2015), which

may contribute to confusion and present a barrier to adherence.

Comprehensive activity guideline models do exist, with the

Canadian 24-hour movement guidelines being a good

example. (Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology, 2021)

However, excluding the aforementioned Canadian guidelines,

current SB guidelines are typically limited to “sit less”. This

includes recent global guidelines from the WHO, who suggest

that all populations should “limit the amount of time spent being
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sedentary” and “replace SB with physical activity of any

intensity”. (Bull et al., 2020) Such public health messaging is

likely to have minimal effect on behavior change. To have any

hope of moving the needle, i.e., to change behavior at a public

health level, we need reputable sources to disseminate clear yet

simple messaging using platforms capable of reaching the

masses. However, before comprehensive 24-HAC guidelines

can be published in the US, there are several research gaps

surrounding SB that must first be filled—some which are

discussed in the following section. Ultimately, behavior change

is challenging and typically requires multi-level strategies,

including strategies which facilitate behavior change at

physical environment, inter-individual, and intra-individual

levels.

6.2 Future directions

In the this section we detail the considerations made by the US

Preventive Services Task Force (USPSF) when developing policy for

primary care clinicians. (Harris et al., 2001) Similar to the processes

used by many evidence-based groups, the USPTF systematically

reviews the research literature and grades the strength of the

evidence, assigning a grade ranging: from A (strongly

recommended) to D (recommend against), or I (insufficient

evidence). The evidence includes: 1) individual studies (study

design, internal validity); 2) the linkage between each key question

(aggregate internal validity, aggregate external validity, coherence/

consistency); and 3) whether the evidence is adequate to determine

the existence and magnitude of a causal connection between the

preventive service and health outcomes. With respect to 1) grading

individual studies, randomized controlled trial (RCT) cohort studies

are typically considered the strongest, though internal and external

validity are graded separately. With respect to 2) the linkage between

each key question, the USPSTF considers aggregate internal and

external validity, and the coherence of the body of evidence. Last, the

USPSTF considers 3) whether the evidence is adequate to determine

the existence and magnitude of a causal connection between the

preventive service and health outcomes. This includes assessing the

magnitude of net benefit, in other words, do the benefits outweigh

potential harms? Additionally, in accordance with other agencies, the

USPSTF considers the likelihood of a biologically plausible

mechanism between cause and effect. (Harris et al., 2001; Becker

et al., 2017; Dailey et al., 2018).

The USPSTF has previously developed policy for “Healthful

Diet and Physical Activity for Cardiovascular Disease Prevention in

Adults With Cardiovascular Risk Factors: Behavioral Counseling”.

(US Preventive Services Task Force, 2014) This physical activity

policy received a B grade—a recommendation that the service is

routinely provided. The B grade was supported by a deep body of

research. The first physical activity study was conducted in the

1950s, (Morris et al., 1953) and since this time many well-controlled

(internally-valid) RCTs have provided ample evidence to support

net benefit to cardiovascular health. (Katzmarzyk et al., 2019) The

SB-based literature is currently void of well-designed RCTs that test

mechanism-informed SB interruption strategies. In turn, to facilitate

the design of RCTs we need to better understand the effects of

repeated exposure to uninterrupted prolonged SB on the

cardiovascular system. To move the policy needle (Figure 2), we

need studies with high internal validity to assess mechanisms

(biological plausibility) and to identify SB interruption strategies

that directly tackle the mechanisms of action. Establishing biological

FIGURE 2
“Moving the needle” on current sedentary behavior research towards policy generation.
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plausibility will facilitate the design of well-controlled RCTs that can

ultimately support high-level summaries such as meta-analyses. Last,

to support USPSTF’s third criteria, i.e., a causal connection between

the preventive service and health outcomes, we need to consider that

laboratory-based studies, or even well-controlled RCTs, may lack

ecological validity. Ecological validity tells us whether the findings can

be generalized to real-world or naturalistic settings. Currently, we

know little about how SB interacts with 24-HACand other behaviors,

or the importance of the SB context (e.g., occupation, leisure

computer, television, transportation).

At present, we are some ways from developing specific SB

guidelines. However, if we as a research community consider the

steps necessary to design well-controlled SB reduction studies, while

contemplating the criteria used to aid policy development, we can

accelerate guideline development.
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